68	ATHENIAN DEMOCRACY
The expedition failed. Not one of its members ever saw
their homes again; and the disaster was the beginning of Athens'
tragic downfall.
VI
DAILY LIFE IN ATHENS
I.  CLIMATE, CLOTHES, HOUSES, ETC.
To appreciate the conditions of a people's daily life it is essential
to know something of their climate. The climate of Attica, as
of the rest of Greece, was extremely dry. For a month or two
in winter there might be rains, or even snow which, though
soon melted on the plains, would linger on the hill-tops. Occa-
sionally, too, in summer, thunder-clouds would suddenly gather
and come down in a deluge, sending swollen torrents racing
down the ravines among the mountains. Otherwise, however,
these torrent-beds are waterless, and even the rivers for the
most part a mere trickle. For during spring, summer, and
autumn cloudless skies last day after day. Dawn rises fresh and
cool, with an invigorating sparkle in the air giving a sense as of
clear spring water. But long before noon the sun is scorching
hot and the whole country-side athirst. Lizards creep out of the
wall-crannies to bask; crickets chirrup loudly among the grasses;
and underfoot the dust lies inches deep. The afternoon wanes
and then the sun goes down in a glory of molten gold. A flush
steals over the hoary foliage of the olives. On the Citadel the
temple of the goddess Athena catches the last rays and its
marble pillars turn rosy with the glow. Behind them the huge
mass of Mount Hymettus changes from blue to violet and from
violet to deep purple, till darkness falls suddenly, and under a
starry sky the plain resounds with the chorus of frogs croaking
in the marshes.
The influence of such a climate may be traced in many aspects
of the Athenians' daily life. Their clothing, in the first place,

